Jakarta EE Spec Committee - October 20th, 2021

Attendees (present in bold):

Kenji Kazumura - Fujitsu
Kevin Sutter - IBM - Tom Watson, Emily Jiang
Ed Bratt - Oracle - Dmitry Kornilov
Andrew Pielage - Payara
Scott Stark - Red Hat - Mark Little, Scott Marlow
David Blevins - Tomitribe - Jean-Louis Monteiro, Cesar Hernandez
Ivar Grimstad - PMC Representative
Marcelo Ancelmo - Participant Member - Martijn Verburg
Werner Keil - Committer Member
Jun Qian - Primeton - Enterprise Member
Zhai Luchao - Shandong Cvicse Middleware Co. - Enterprise Member

Eclipse Foundation: Tanja Obradovic, Paul Buck (chair)

Past business / action items:

- Approval is requested for the meeting minutes from the October 6th meeting as drafted - Approved.

Agenda:

- Ongoing tracking spreadsheet of individual specs progress through the JESP
  - Jakarta EE 10 Plan Review - Candidate specifications
    - PRs https://github.com/jakartaee/specifications/pulls
    - Project Board https://github.com/jakartaee/specifications/projects/1
  Mentors were assigned and are encouraged to follow-up with spec projects that are past their suggested due date (see column G in the spreadsheet).
  Platform Project (Ivar) followed up with projects that had not yet provided EE 10 survey input to do so.

- Testing Requirements - Define the requirements for validation of the module-info.class as part of the API jar validation when the final specification is ratified final [Scott Stark]
  GitHub action to parse the PR input remains under incubation, the TypeScript version had an authentication problem, has been re-written to Java and it
remains to be determined if the problem is now resolved, work continues with objective for the action to do the validation of the module-info.class
Goal: Be no worse than we were in the previous releases in EE 10.

- CDI 4.0 page must be created (PR) with the ballot results from September 28 [Ivar]
  - https://jakarta.ee/specifications/cdi/
  - https://www.eclipse.org/lists/jakarta.ee-spec/msg01991.html
    Action required by the mentor or the originator of the ballot (Scott Stark volunteered to take care of this).

- Jakarta Annotations Plan Review [Ivar]
  - https://github.com/jakartaee/specifications/pull/425
  - Assign mentor and start ballot
    Spreadsheet updated, ballot to proceed.